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A community like no other
There’s always a special sense of community at Bel-Air over the summer. It's a fantastic time
to enjoy the outdoors, so we are opening up our gardens with our new organic farm. You
can read about our own farm and the way organic farming improves your carbon footprint
in our interview with our landscape gardener on page 14.
Bringing up children is a universal joy and obligation, so we'd love to hear your anecdotes.
In the next issue, we will be publishing your parenting stories so please write to us at
crdept@pcpd.com.
With many opportunities to join together and enjoy Bel-Air’s surroundings, activities and
facilities, I hope you have a wonderful summer!
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≤ Born in Shanghai,
Shan-shan Sheng
grew up in China
during the Cultural
Revolution and in
1982, she moved to
the United States
to pursue her
academic and artistic
interests at Mount
Holyoke College
and the University
of Massachussets,
where she earned her
Master of Fine Arts
Degree.
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We introduce key pieces from the world-class art collection in Residence Bel-Air
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Bel-Air

The Infinite Universe | Shan-shan Sheng
䉄㴂㴂䇂㣣瘴ᙐᙵ
Enlivening the Club Bel-Air Bay Wing reception area, this huge painting by celebrated ChineseAmerican artist Shan-shan Sheng combines her abstract painting style with vibrant colours and
intense brushstrokes to dramatic effect. One of Shan-shan Sheng’s most celebrated works of art,
it was specially commissioned by Bel-Air as part of the residence’s dynamic art programme. The
painting depicts all the elements of the universe – earth, sky, water, fire and air - in a dynamic
explosion of powerful reds, contrasting aqua marine and delicate earth tones. It’s a painting that
demonstrates the contrasts in the world around us and evokes the energy of our natural elements.
Although Shan-shan Sheng is now one of the most sought after Asian artists, it took her hard work
and commitment to achieve her goals. From the moment she first applied for a visa to study in the
US, she needed to prove herself. “The staff at the consulate looked at my artwork in the interview
and then asked me to paint a painting for them right there and then,” she describes. “I thought
this would be a good opportunity for me to show them my ability, I took out my art supplies and
started painting for them. After doing only half the painting, they gave me the visa and that was the
moment that I knew that I could use my ability to become a successful artist.”
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Roman Emperor Profile Reliefs
嚶ṽା⤬♫嬨䇂僊篓ᬌ㲭㌄眖
Carved around 1850 by an anonymous
Italian sculptor, these marble reliefs flank
the entrance to the Club Bel-Air Peak
Wing function room. The contrasting
deep mahogany coloured background
accentuates their noble profiles,
created by carving directly from
marble. Acquired from Sotheby’s
in 2009, the reliefs were originally
from the Gianni Versace
collection and at some point
would have decorated one of the
great Italian fashion designer’s
houses in the US or Italy. After
Gianni Versace was tragically
murdered outside his Miami
beach house in 1997, his entire rare
artwork collection was left in his
will to his nephew Daniel Versace.
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Copper Cheongsam Lady | Yang Tao
ⲇ磋䇂眖ၯ烟ԋ블噄2009븕
Like a genteel lady waiting for an escort to
dinner, Yang Tao’s copper cheongsam lady
stands outside the entrance to the function
room. Specially commissioned by Bel-Air,
the sculpture is a unique collaboration
between Mr Lee and Yang Tao. The piece was
originally created as a torso with a flower
head but throughout weeks of discussion
during the collaboration, it was extended to
include the entire cheongsam with intricate,
swirling engravings that make a subtle
statement about the elegance of oriental
women. The sculpture is a departure from
Yang Tao’s traditional style – he is best
known for his inflated, almost grotesquely
rounded figure sculptures, which have
echoes of Henry Moore’s avant-garde work.
Born in Tai Yuan, Shan Xi in 1970, Yang
graduated from the Beijing Institute of Light
Industry in 1995, launching his career as a
liberal artist in Beijing with a series of oneman shows.

Having exhibited several times in the celebrated
Xin Beijing Art Gallery, Yang Tao is one of
Beijing’s most celebrated artists.
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radiance
revealed
We chat to Pinky Choi,
Spa Director at Bel-Air’s
Guerlain Spa to find out
her tips for a glowing
and healthy complexion
throughout the summer
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How does the changing weather
affect the skin?
As the seasons change, skin problems get much
more exaggerated and your skin is constantly
in flux, trying to balance itself out and protect
itself against the changing conditions. So if
you have oily skin, you are likely to experience
more breakouts and if you have dry skin, your
skin is likely to get much dryer.

How should people change their
skincare regimes in the summer to
combat these problems?
A lot of people with dry skin make the mistake
of trying to use oil-based products to combat
drying skin. Equally, those with oily skin tend
to stop using moisturiser as they feel it is too
oily for their skin. In fact, all skin types need
help to rehydrate and combat imbalances with
a good water-based hydration cream. This will
not block your skin and will allow it to breathe
and ultimately balance itself out. A good
rehydrating night cream is an essential item
during the summer months.

What's the most common mistake
that women make with their
skincare regime?
While most women now wear SPF on a daily
basis, many forget to reapply it throughout the
day and this is a big mistake as most SPF15
creams will only last for two and a half hours
– so after applying cream in the morning, if
you pop out for lunchtime or in the afternoon,
you will no longer be protected. I recommend
choosing a day cream with SPF in it and
keeping a small pot in your handbag for touch
ups at lunchtime. Alternatively, you can use a
good foundation with sun protection for touch
ups if you are worried about your makeup.

If you do forget to apply sun cream
and end up with sunburn, what is
the best way to treat it?
Firstly, aloe vera is by far the best product to
treat sunburn with – use a gel that is at 95
percent pure aloe vera. Secondly, many people
think you should take a cold bath or put your
aloe vera gel in the fridge. I don’t recommend

this as skin is already ultra sensitive after a
burn and dramatic changes in temperature will
only make it more sensitive – so try to keep
your shower water and products at the same
temperature as your skin.
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Bel-Air

In celebration of the fantastic year for Italian wine in 2009, Bel-Air invited four
Italian winemakers for a tasting evening. We caught up with them to find out
more about their regions and what makes Italian wine so special

2009 ᮖ⟶Ίᆼܟ㽕滬ቃᮖ뺕㡓ƪ斷斐凄⤟ߘ掄攽Ίᆼܟ僖滬䇂㬐嗨뺕望㇢㟐⤵
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৻䞣Ⱗࣤ䇂㬐嗨뺕⢚揿Ίᆼܟ僖滬㡓ˇ印哨ⅶ稄⫧
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LES CRETES
Originally from France, the Charrère family moved to the Aosta Valley in Italy in the mid 1700s.
They started out as farmers and millers but in 1955, their future profession changed forever
when they planted their first two hectares of grapes “focusing on making quality wines out of
the indigenous vinifera varieties grown in the Aosta Valley”. In 1989, the Charrères enlarged the
original estate and built Les Crêtes winery.

“Nobody is born
a winemaker,
above all, I guess
destiny leads
us to choose a
profession like
this, then the
passion makes
sure of the rest.”

“Nobody is born winemaker,” says Costantino Charrère the owner at Les Crêtes vineyard.
“Above all, I guess destiny leads us to choose a profession like this, then the passion makes
sure of the rest.”
With 25 hectares of vines, Les Crêtes is the largest privately held vineyard and winery
operation in the Aosta Valley. “Aosta is a highly interesting region,” explains Costantino.
“No other region on earth knows such a rich variety of grapes in such little space.” Les
Crêtes vineyards are located at relatively high mountain elevations (600 to 1,000 metres.),
and due to the climatic conditions, the harvests often begin in late autumn. This gives
the grapes time to ripen while they are exposed to a wide variety of day and night
temperatures, a natural process that adds to the unique aromatic character and flavour
profile of the resulting wines.
०៤㈰怮䇂Charrèreᚯ❠ົ1700 ᮖȱĹ⥤䝕ឥΊᆼܟ憑ࢋ温䇂ማ✢ၴ晧쥼Aosta
Valley쥽뺕桉܊ȵࠪ毄䵽㨗䕥㡓㽒뺕ܧƪ1955 ᮖ뺕Ƞϗ甠ᄡƪ箲ᭊ؉礑䇂墾堲ຝ뺕
븖Ŋߓ䞣Ⱗማ✢ၴ晧ັ㽒䇂vinifera ૿䞣墾堲뺕ئȵ濆沥֗枎墾堲滬븗뺔ᶭ뺕Ƞϗ䇂
⥵̌᷈♰뺔Charrères✺1989 ᮖົ०໗◺Ღ坱ຝ뺕Ღ䣊ƪLes Crêtes濆滬坱뺔
븖㣣Ǿ⟶ᆿ㽒濆滬ᬢ뺔븗Les Crêtes 墾堲ຝຝŊCostantino Charrère ⟶揅뺔븖ⅸ㯷⟶
ઠ洂᳓礳ⅸϗ浫▯ƪ沓ύ弱ⲽ뺕㤇ᶭ⟶㧍Ὧ斷ⅸϗᝍưⲽ䆺␡ᆼ뺕沓⟶䯜掮⇁哶뺕
濠䏹㡓甠뺔븗

w w w. l e s c re te s . it

Les Crêtes㵊▤⤽25 ؉礑ᆼ䇂墾堲ຝ뺕⟶ማ✢ၴ晧⤱ᆼ䇂䜃㨗墾堲ຝ濆滬
뺔Costantino ⋟ۛ븖ማ✢ၴ⟶Āύ᳓Ǿ䇂䞣Ⱗໄࣤ뺕ᙈ印ົ䲱䇂䠧甬ۛ㽕沓莵
ᆪ૿䞣䇂墾堲뺕ᜒົ⟶Ğ㾓ؗȠ䞣Ⱗࣤ眳ȵᒳ僖䇂뺔븗Les Crêtes墾堲ຝʽ✺綟ໄ᬴
쥼600哶1,000䭧쥽뺕์ㄶϥ́㤇뺕♫ޏ䇂➊ᗸᶝᶝົ⠰䜑甠ዠ뺕沓Ȳ墾堲⤽梦ᆱ쩪甬ᙚ
ⅶ㦨뺔ᆦ뺕Ⳍᆼ䇂➊ᆬ㓨ᫎ뺕Ŷ⤽ߤ墾堲濆沥ۛ噇箵㱴㬐뺓ઔ洔篇深䇂墾堲滬뺔

Bel-Air

PICO MACCARIO
Pico Maccario was founded by two brothers
Pico and Vitaliano Maccario who inherited
from their grandfather, Carlo, both the land for
the vineyard and their passion for wine. With
fantastic conditions for wine growing in the hills
of Mombaruzzo, in just a few years the brothers
have created a respected vineyard run with a
“magical balance between work and family”.
The brothers divide the work based on their
characters, their hopes and their vocations. Pico,
the eldest, devotes himself to the production
of the wine, while Vitaliano handles the
commercial side. They have high standards and
are demanding vineyard owners, particularly
with themselves, as they have an exact idea of
the effort required to achieve excellent results,
which they do with the help of their carefully
selected equipment and staff who work in the
vineyards and cellars.
The conditions at the vineyard are so perfect as
it is set in the golden triangle between Tanaro
and Belbo, known as one of the most important
Italian wine regions due to its “terroir” (the soil
and land that contributes to a grape’s flavour).
“It is a well balanced and harmonious landscape
marked by the geometry of the vineyards
like the tiles of a big mosaic”, says Vitaliano.
“The great Barberas, Tre Roveri, Lavignone
and Cantamerli, grow in the vineyard with a
southern exposure where the luxuriant vines
can catch the maximum amount of light and
heat and the clay soil gives the wine a notable
full-bodied density and a pleasantly full flavour.”

Pico Maccario 㽭᳧ׇPico Vitaliano Maccario ޔ殧뺕Ƞϗ᷈䘥㪟Carlo ⇜Ĺ∥佧ƪ
墾堲滬䇂㧍`䞣Ⱗ墾堲ຝ䇂ັໄ뺔Pico Maccario 䇂墾堲ຝʽ✺Ίᆼࢋܟ温Mombaruzzo 
Ġ뺕淁怣䇂ㄶϥ㹶Ⴢࣦܟۮቃ墾堲䇂㽒甃뺕์᳧ׇυӻ噄⛍ᮖ͛Ღ䣊ƪ斋㕿滬㾓䇂墾堲ຝ뺕
减ěৠົ븖ᫀːᚯᰁ؟禵䇂Ὧ㈔č븗䵽㨗뺔᳧ׇː㣣甬뺕⋢㥏ύẌ뺓≧期ᝏⲽۮᫀ
ː뺕ଭଭPico Ὧ濆滬뺕减᳧᳧Vitaliano 期朲ⲽ洂ː뺔Ƞϗᙷčᶨ綟䇂ⷣ㓆뺕⟶Ā䴹
ď嚂䇂墾堲ຝ⧎Ŋ뺕哨䇂憔쪜㬐ܙ綟뺕์㡓Ƞϗ㏫ⲟ䏣洔睠憔Ṫ莵ⷳߥߓ⇞印щۛࣾ桩ⅶ
ញ뺔Ƞϗ᳓䯜ḅ⋯浫䇂අ⦤ନᫀ뺕ȵ櫐ߤ墾堲ຝ滬䡟䇂ᫀː뺔

Pico Maccario 墾堲ຝ䇂㹶Ⴢ䉱㿑㵕ᾯ뺕ໄ쭅TanaroBelbo ş甬䇂菂濠ċ戍뺕减沓ύ濠ċ戍
Ǜ₫ؗ븖terroire븗쥼पັ濆Ā۰ͣⅶ墾堲滬ઔ洔䇂ᆿ㤇์䲒쥽ⅶਅ뺕Ĳ⠙横Ίᆼ⤱ܟ濜憔䇂
濆滬ࣤşĀ뺔Vitaliano ⋟ۛ墾堲ຝ⇁ົໄ븖ໄ࠸ࡨ僖뺕᷈洱쭅䊏̌뺕墾堲ຝញԋĀᭊ᫅ག
䇂篓枫ב㿁뺔墾堲ຝ䇂짹ਊ➊㥏Ⳍ㡓梦뺕斷墾堲⸕ৠ♫ੁۮ癸㧍濞뺕嚵䉄㽒甃뺕Ĳ䳲
ۛĀ㋊䇂墾堲뺕૿䞣ࡰ⊻Barberas뺓Tre Roveri뺓LavignoneCantamerli뺔㽭✺㿑ໄ䇂ັᅝ
៤菕ັ禤뺕⇁㽕ۛ䇂墾堲滬滬綗暖य़뺕ઔ洔篇深뺔븗
w w w. pi c om a c c ari o. c om

“The
vineyard is
run with
a magical
balance
between
work and
family.”
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MASSOLINO
“The
Massolinos
believe in
making wine
with passion
in its land of
origin and
preserving
the typical
characteristics
of the
autochthonous
grape varieties.”

“The history of the Massolinos and their wine became entwined with the history of Serralunga
d’Alba in 1896,” explains Franco Massolino of Massolino vineyard. “When Giovanni founded
the estate, he was an enterprising, tenacious and creative man and the progenitor of a family
that has made the combination of inspiration and tradition something to be proud of.” The first
wine cellar was built on the land by Giuseppe, son of the founder Giovanni who together with
his sister Angela, extended his estate into the best soils. In 1934, he then became one of the
founders of the Consortium for the Defence of Barolo and Barbaresco. At that time, Giuseppe
had six children. Three of them, Giovanni, Camilla and Renato, followed in their father’s
footsteps, expanding the estate with the purchase of cru vineyards.
In the 1990s Franco and Roberto, both oenologists, joined the family estate. Their work
condenses the experience of an entire family and the ambition of a new generation, determined
to make an important contribution to the innovation of oenological and agronomical
techniques and to the image of the estate in Italy and abroad.
The philosophy of Massolino started with the very first wines created by Giuseppe, who believe
in “making wine with passion in its land of origin and preserving the typical characteristics of
the autochthonous grape varieties.” Indeed, Giuseppe was so passionate about wine that he was
convinced there was “a deep and tangible link between the vines, hills and winegrowers.” Since
1896, the Massolino family has been making wine this way, loyal to this philosophy and to the
capacity for innovation in the name of tradition.
In short, they believe their wines reflect their philosophy and the way they remain true to their
history. The family has continued their production following in the footsteps of their relatives
and their style of production has not changed dramatically because they believe that the
historical Barolo is “really one of the best wines in the world”.
Massolino 坱ຝʽ✺Ίᆼࢋܟ温Baroloࣤ䇂Serralunga d’Alba ⦥坱뺕㽭Giovanni ✺1896 ᮖ
ޔ䣊뺕㵊ɓ⎬啭Ǿ㡓Franco Massolino뺔Franco 䞧뺕븖Massolino 䇂쪗ۛؗ㽕䇂墾堲滬哨
1896 ᮖ桉뺕ញ唛Serralunga d’Alba䇂쪗ᛏďৠۮ뺔䘥Giovanni ⟶Ⳍᛚ泊ঽḅ뺓Ίḛᙷ
ޔΊ㓛䇂㖶ᗸ뺔横㡓ᚯ❠䇂甠在凄뺕Ƞ∵矓Ӣ䴷䳲뺕ⅸϗ㣣ďȵȠ㡓뺔븗
Massolino 䇂箲ύ滬䡟㽭Giovanni 䇂ᗸሯGiuseppe Angela Ღ沥뺕Ƞϗ∵坱ຝ◺
ួ哶⤱֗枎䇂ັᅝČ뺕Ĳ✺1934 ᮖঠ唛ⅶ䣊Consortium for the Defence of Barolo and
Barbaresco뺔Giuseppe匇⤽؋ਅᗸሯ뺕ؗĹċǾGiovanni뺓CamillaRenato 汙盅㪟懗䇂≧
期뺕ď✱♫枩֗枎䇂墾堲ຝȵᅪᆼ哨ᚯ䇂坱ຝ뺔
ົ1990 ᮖȱ뺕Massolino 䇂䥮ไȱӢǾFrancoRobertoঠ唛坱ຝ䵽㨗뺔ȠϗΣ㡓濆滬ᝏ
ᚯ뺕焠Ί砊✤濆滬ࠪ毄∦弽뺕泮ᝍMassolino ᚯ❠䇂暖ᛚ䵽糟✤Āȱ䇂盲ḅᅪḛ䯦뺕㡓
Massolino 坱ຝົΊᆼܟ㌑ᆦᵭ暸ːۛ濜ᆼ朢㲑뺔

Massolino䇂䵽㨗ାᘳ✺Giuseppe 箲∝濆沥䇂墾堲滬㲨綗㵊숀숀븖ົ०㽕ໄşČȵ⤱ᆼ䇂㧍
掮濆沥潏滬즏·ᘃັ㽕墾堲૿䞣䇂ؚག㬐枎즏㏍墾堲⸕뺓Ġ墾堲䞣Ⱗ凄ş甬䇂㏍य़沬劍
印㽕ۛ⤱僖䇂˭濆뺔Ƞϗັໄ䇂㴆`朱ᷳዠ䳕뺕ᙷď䝕븗뺔哨1896 ᮖȵ̌뺕Massolinoᚯ
❠Ā䉫ȵ沓䞣※᯳濆滬뺕䵽㨗ାᘳďеď眱뺕ĲົӢ䴷şČߘČ✤ޔ䯜䘷뺔
䫟扦ş뺕Ƞϗ掄㡓˭濆য⟡ؗᚯ❠䇂Āሂ㵕Ṉ뺕Ĳ䷱ᙒᚯ❠쪗䏞ḛď㐈뺔ᚯ❠䵽㨗䇂濆滬
ᱮ뺕Ā卾䉱∥뺕濆滬✴㈰ዠ䳕̫䘥Ӣ䜤✴뺕斥ࢊďᆼ뺕์Ƞϗ䉱冾ᘁ尣Barolo븖ᜒ៤쫍
˭濆şĀ븗뺔

w w w.mass olino.it
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VILLA SPARINA
Villa Sparina estate includes 100 hectares of land, of which 60 are vineyards surrounded by
woods, ventilated by winds coming from the Ligurian Sea and exposed to the sun. Most
vineyards are cultivated with Cortese grapes and are located on the Monterotondo hill, while
in Cassinelle, 4 hectares of vineyards are cultivated with Dolcetto grapes under the Ovada
DOC appellation. As the winemakers explain, “The prestige of Villa Sparina and its soul are in
the recognition that Monterotondo wine is the most noble of the white wines obtained with a
severe and attentive selection of the Cortese DOCG grapes.”
Monterotondo is an area of sandy terrain set at 300-350 metres above sea level. A hilly area
facing mainly east-south-east, Monterontondo towers over its two neighboring towns. These
features - together with a remarkable windiness that originates from the merging currents
whipping between the hills - yield grapes that mature late and have an acidity, special character
and aroma that are unique to the region. Harvesting takes place in October, providing the
perfect balance between sweet, floral flavours and refreshing undertones of citrus.
Here among older cellars and vineyards, the Moccagatta family founded Villa Sparina, and
put its strength in the power of tradition and creative innovation. Today Villa Sparina is a
prestigious name also famous for its unmistakable bottle shape.
Villa Sparina坱ຝ㽭Moccagattaᚯ❠ޔ䣊뺕ˆໄ100؉礑뺕ؗĹ60؉礑㡓⤽⸕⨊ࡰຕ䇂墾
堲ຝ뺕㹶Ⴢᶽᆿ㱴य़뺕ďʴ癸쪠뺕ŶǢLigurian㌑̌䇂哨㤇㌑稄뺔墾堲ຝۮʷ✺ᆼࣤ
ྻ뺕ʽ✺MonterotondoĠşČ䇂墾堲ຝᭊନ檳ᱷ뺕䞣㕿Cortese墾堲즏减ʽ✺Cassinelle
䈨ໄ䇂墾堲ຝ䞣ⰧƪDolcetto di Ovada쥼DOC쥽墾堲뺕ˆໄ䱑4؉礑뺔濆滬ᬢ揅뺕
븖Villa Sparina䇂劖⥞矓繲̌哨✺Monterotondo䇂墾堲滬뺕์㡓淁怣䇂䆻墾堲滬ໄʽᤇ
綟뺕㽭䯜⋯䲱浫䇂 Cortese DOCG墾堲濆沥뺔븗
Monterotondo៤㇢ັໄ᬴뺕ʽ쭅㌑⊚300 哶350䭧뺔Villa Sparina䇂 Gavi墾堲滬㽭Č䦓
墾堲濆悀뺕Ĳȵ䞣Ⱗࣤ⤱濜憔䇂犰ঽਅ뺔쭅✺Ġ癫ໄ᬴䇂Monterotondo砂ਊ⧎짹е
⧎✴뺕ゴズ溩ύ犰綟ۛᶨᆪ뺔䞣䞣ໄ࠸㬐嗨ߘضČĠ甬稄晧⇁ࢺ剡䇂ㄶ㋊뺕ᵭⅶᴚ㡣
稄࠸뺕㡓墾堲㽒甃␓̧嗤ቃ⭷Ɍ뺔㿑ໄ墾堲Ӳਊ⠰㦨뺕⤽Ā䞣㱴㬐䇂漵Ẍ뺓ύẌ⨐箵뺕㡓
Monterotondoࣤ⇁㱴⤽뺔ェ沪ࣦ⤼⟶♫⥤ޏ뺕墾堲䇂⨐㽎뺓噄箵ઔ洔㏫✤䇂⩗⹅揰ゴ̓
Ựܧቃ쭅뺔
Moccagattaᚯ❠ďʴޔ䣊ƪVilla Sparina뺕Ŷ▤⤽拊ᆪ쪗ἶŗ䇂滬䡟墾堲ຝ뺕减Villa
Sparinaញ∵࠸֗ؗᲦ䩒ົӢ䴷ޔΊ砊✤䇂ߓ濞şČ뺔ȐᆿVilla Sparinaਅ␡墾堲滬㾓뺕ؗ
㑁ພ䇂滬㻷ᵭ㭺Ŷ⟶篛ਅ拂扵뺔

w w w.monterotondores or t .com/v i l l asp arina

“The success
of Villa Sparina
lies in the fact
we passionately
believe that
Monterotondo
wine is the
most noble
of the white
wines.”
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Bel-Air has always been home to
gourmet food and wine lovers from
all over the world and in testament
to its reputation for fine dining,
Club Bel-Air recently played host
to Sotheby’s International Head
of Wine, Ms Serena Sutcliffe, in
celebration of her birthday. One
of the world's leading authorities
on wine and an internationally
recognised wine writer and
renowned taster, Ms Sutcliffe was
joined by Mr Robert Lee, the owners
of Château d'Esclans in the South of
France, Mr & Mrs Sacha & Mathilde
Lichine, noted food critic from Japan,
Ms Satoko Yahata, internationally
acclaimed tenor Mr Warren Mok
and other gourmands, including Mr
Nicholas Yang, Mr & Mrs Richard &
Esther Fung and Mr Alan Wu.
Guests indulged in a luxurious
11-course meal, which featured a
global feast of delicacies, including
seafood starters of Hokkaido oyster
fritters fresh from Japan and stuffed
crab shells. This was followed by
Italian angel hair pasta in black
truffle and bottega cream sauce,
Chinese-style pan-fried fish head,
pan-fried crisp salmon fillet, sweet
and sour prawns and braised abalone
with seasonal vegetables in oyster
sauce. Roasted baby pigeon and slow
cooked whole rib-eye steak were
also on the menu and to freshen
the palate after such an odyssey of
flavours, a delicious tom yum goong
soup was served chilled. The feast
was completed with sizzling crepes
Suzettes, drizzled with hot caramel
sauce and Grand Marnier.
The menu was paired with a
spectacular range of wines, starting
with a 1989 magnum of Krug
Champagne. The red wine menu
resembled a guide to the most
outstanding wines of the century and
featured a 1959 Château Margaux,
a 1961 Château Beychevelle, a 1970
Château Cheval Blanc, a 2003 DRC
Echezeaux and an unforgettable

magnum of 1975 Château Mouton
Rothschild. The fish was served with
a refreshing 1995 Montrachet and as
a grand finale to the meal, a syrupy
1990 Château D’Yquem dessert wine
was enjoyed.

Heavenly
Celebration

望㇢㟐媭剡㹶쫍僖穦পĞ㾓ਅ濆뺕⟶
僖穦`ቃ凄䇂ᆿ뺕㡓ƪ攝⟆扦矹
尚뺕望㇢㟐⤵⇁⤱氁ញ㬐ܙ㡓守ᛚゴ
ຐ皭墾堲滬温Ŋ䨓Serena Sutcliffe ᙔ
⎶ƪ暖䉄䇂ⁿ㽒ᚪ뺔横㡓Ğ㾓箲ឪĀ
⋟䇂㉻滬⽮ፐপĞ㾓؉掄䇂滬挓ᚯপ
䏣ਅ䇂僖穦ᝏᚯ뺕Sutcliffe 䉱攽㕿ᆿ
č뺕唛ሻ᯳ؑ㽒毀䇂ቃভ뺕ࡰ⊻⦢⡝
ᰗ㽒뺓㈰ຐ짹温Château d'Esclans
滬坱ŊǾSacha & Mathilde Lichine
ɨֲ뺓䏣ਅ穦挓ᚯSatoko Yahata ሯ
ᅦ뺓Ǣ斋ຐ皭㽳綟磮孀弽ᚯ垩堐Ё
㽒뺓僖穦`ቃ凄Nicholas Yang 
㽒뺓Richard & Esther Fungɨֲপ
Alan Wu 㽒뺔
㿑⠰ؑ⤽ࣦĀ洔埮뺕䉍♛㹶쫍僖
穦䇂䯜綕뺕祗䉑ࡰ⊻㌑缜⋑䉑숀숀
㽭➊⥷䠧洂ܧ㐨䇂ࢋ㌑洔㡑㽒廈
濆庚奱뺕ઔ洔缜㽎즏减Ŋ埮⊻ࡰ
Bottega 䆻ㅞΊᆼܟᆿ́莦ʜ菛⧟
瞯뺓Ĺ㤦约睐뺓箵㤦ċ⛢约⪅뺓
ીැ嶰뺓廈䇆绳约⇥쩪娙뺓ਂ㨂ቼ蓻
腔뺓⁜㥚०ၢ勆䋕⇥뺔䷱⏕ᆪ洔ઔ洔
䲇癨뺕৻ؘ㬐䇂㧍壢䇂뺕⟶Ā洔
㍷ḅ反䇂٩ږ٣娛؉㒏뺕ቃ㏫
㏫ઔ媛뺕毺⏕⤱ᶭ䇂㽎菴뺔㤦ᶽ媥媥
䇂CrepesSuzettes뺕㞰ȵ㧍㣬䰀㗦
Grand Marnier ߓᕮ滬뺕ȲǾ㣣㈰
≆⊗뺔
僖ઔ䇂˭竦뺕涊睠僖滬䉱滢뺕⇞印䉱
ᶽ䈭ᶂ뺔⦢㽒㬐ܙ㡓⟶⾗⠰ᚪ⋯
浫ᆪ⾿ਅ滬뺕⤱ۛ၂䇂⟶1989 ᮖ
䇂Krug Champagne뺕⏕䋞⟶1959
ᮖ䇂Château Margaux뺓1961 ᮖ
䇂Château Beychevelle뺓1970ᮖ
䇂Château Cheval Blanc뺓2003ᮖ
䇂DRC Echezeaux뺕ȵপǾ
眳ḝ䇂1975 ᮖChâteau Mouton
Rothschild뺕⾿⾿䱔滬湍⟶⥷Ğ䱉⤱
ۛ䋘䇂˭濆뺔㿑ᇦČ约禤埮쩪뺕
␣Č1995 ᮖ䇂Montrachet뺕ઔ㏫
✤省ㅔ뺔⠰ᚪ⤱ᶭȵ箵㽎崹䇂1990
Château D’Yquem㽎滬ː䳲뺕㡓䉄ᚪ
㏛Čᙚ僖尣뺔

Bel-Air

Summer Recipes
Try out these delicious seafood dishes from our Bel-Air chef 望㇢㟐㬐ܙ㡓˖拂扵
⾿ᆙ➊㔣ઔ穦故뺕ઔ㏫✤

Salmon Fillet
with Crispy Skin
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Salmon Fillet with Crispy Skin
220g

| Salmon fillet

220| בċ⛢约⪅



15g

| Sea salt

15| ב㌑茰 



5g

| Black pepper

5ב

50g

| French beans

35g

| Shallots (thinly sliced)

30ml

| Olive Oil

|菛午Ⱟ

50| ב㈰ຐ涘暈

35| ב䱔娋祗쥼۰媥㪾쥽
30プ࣬ |⸨⾄㈉



1. Preheat the oven to 190oC. Pat the salmon fillets dry using kitchen paper and then brush each fillet
with olive oil and season well with salt and black pepper.
2. Heat a grill pan on a medium heat and place the salmon skin side down in the pan and cook for 2 -3 minutes.
3. Turn the fish over and cook for another minute then transfer the fish onto a heated baking tray (skin side up)
and place in the oven for a further 4 - 5 minutes.
4. While the salmon is cooking, sauté the beans with the shallots. Season with salt and pepper, serve with the salmon.
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Curried Shrimp Salad
35g

| Plain yogurt

35| ב०ઔƎ漙





35g

| Mayonnaise

35| ב峅菂澚





30ml

| Milk

30プ࣬|㫥ስ 





15g

| Curry powder

15ુ| בଳ䮋

80g

| Medium shrimps, shelled and cooked

80^ בĹ嶰뺕もপ㥚㦨

50g

| Pineapple

50ב

40g

| Mango chutney

40ב

40g

| Red grapes

40ב

35g

| Chopped mango (garnish)

35ב

15g

| Toasted coconut (garnish)

15ב

30g

| Cashew nuts (garnish)

30ב

40g

| Mixed Green Leaves

40ב

| 埶寫 


|嘓⨐㽎漵澚 

|䱔␓ᗸ


|嘓⨐勆۰䮗쥼恀窪㽡쥽
| 㡷ⱜ䴹쥼恀窪㽡쥽 
| 君⨐쥼恀窪㽡쥽

| ✤缜㇢ᶫ埮

1. In a medium bowl, combine the yogurt, mayonnaise, milk, curry powder and mango chutney and mix well.
Add the shrimps and toss until they are coated in the dressing.
2. In a large serving bowl, combine the diced pineapple, red grapes and mixed green leaves.
Add the shrimp-curry mixture to the salad and toss until everything is lightly coated.
3. Plate up the salad on a chilled plate and garnish with chopped mango, toasted coconut and cashew nuts.
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Bel-Air

There were also lots of fun-packed interactive
activities and games for visitors of all ages to
enjoy, including handicraft workshops that
use natural materials such as plants, seeds
and stones. Of course, families also got their
hands dirty and got involved with the farming,
digging up their very own vegetables!

on the

Farm

Bel-Air’s family trip to the New Life Organic Farm was
both enlightening and exciting. ົ✤㽒ຝ⤽⹐毄坱唞弱䇂
懗ᗸ泿뺕➅䈭⡝뺕ধቃ㳔뺔

椨⡾Ч뺕望㇢㟐唞殧ƪ沬ŀ䇂䯜ᵸ㋀ࠤ뺕唛
ˁ↮Ā桉⿺᯳䉄ᆙ뺔6 ⤼26 ➊ញ✺✤㽒ຝ⤽⹐
毄坱唞弱ƪ懗ᗸ泿뺕㲂ᆪύి`ᆼ哨㤇䇂望㇢
㟐ᚯᰁ㧍Ὧঠƭ뺕ㄶㄫ㧍總뺔
✤㽒ຝ⤽⹐毄坱㽭✤㽒䯜䘷ᰗᷕ⤵㨗洂뺕㡓䯜
䘷䁖ᰗᷕ凄␓̧⚛匇প抌⹐⤵뺕쩪ۛ㽕ؘ
쩓侇Ẍ䇂㹶·㽕૿뺔沓ύƺࠤ毄၂ˆໄ4.1 ؉
礑뺕拂⤽ďŊ禆䇂ࣤྻ뺕ࡰ⊻᛫⚛匇✺ⶾ
䇂⤽⹐毄ⲽួ懳笂뺓⤽⹐箵圚ຝ뺓巄巆ຝ뺓⥷
圚ຝপ⤽⹐ȥǾ⎬ຝ䦓뺔
毄坱␓̧ᆪύቃ㳔⤽梍䇂ƺࠤ㹶䩂泿쩎뺕浆
Āᚯ冾ᮤঠ唛뺕̓㹶·⇜ᫀ孀㴰뺕ញ⚛⎦
ˇȵ䞹圚뺓䞣ᗸপ䏹祗䦓ᆿ㤇䲒⦤悀ːᆼ哨
㤇⇜ᫀ孀즏减⤽⹐㽬ຝ⤟甠♷ƭ泿Ǿঠ唛뺕斷
湍ǾĀಧщ毄ᇂ䇂㔣ઔ뺔㿑ᆿ뺕ď望㇢㟐
ᚯᰁ蓍蓍⎁桉当徵뺕懗横綗糟⤽⹐凞䞣䇂ⶾ
梍뺕懗⇜⏁ۛ✤缜㽎僖䇂毄ː㫹뺔

Justin Kim, 4 with his mum

Bel-Air families gathered to experience the
joys of the great outdoors at New Life Organic
Farm on 26 June, as part of Bel-Air’s exciting
range of summer programmes. Run by the New
Life Psychiatric Rehabilitation Association, the
farm provides education and training to the
mentally ill, as well as producing sustainable
and environmentally friendly produce. With
4.1 hectares of interactive farmland, families
experienced the educational fun of the organic
agricultural exhibition gallery, organic herb
garden, organic farming zone, the butterfly
garden, the Chinese herb garden and the
amazing organic cactus garden.

Louise Strelow, 2

New Life Organic Farm, Tuen Mun
For enquiries call 2461 1712,
or visit www.nlpra.org.hk.

៩甓✤㽒ຝ⤽⹐毄坱
搈哸睛 2461 1712 ⩰挭
ⅾ㜺懳䶿໗ www.nlpra.org.hk뺔
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≤ Hong

Kong’s
organic farms are
small-scale operations
that can make a big
impact on our planet
and our health.

箵㐨䇂⤽⹐毄၂憫ⷱ眘
뺕ʴໄ쫍Ǿ禤ћ
ᰗ⤽Ⳍᆼ䇂ቃ쭅뺔

Bel-Air

Homegrown&Wholesome
As Bel-Air launches its very own organic farm, we
investigate the trend. 望㇢㟐氁➊甠ᄡƪ哨ᚯ䇂⤽⹐䞣Ⱗຝ뺕
斷ⅸϗ㲨⏑抁㧍㘴뺔

In the late 1990s Hong Kong had fewer than 20
organic farms but throughout the past decade
that figure has skyrocketed to 320 organic
farms, according to the Agriculture, Fisheries
and Conservation Department. This dramatic
increase cannot simply be attributed to a few
environmentalists with nostalgia for traditional
farming techniques. So what exactly makes
a farm “organic” and why the sudden craze?
It is only in the 20th century that synthetic
chemicals were introduced to the food supply.
Organic farming reverts back to traditional
methods and excludes the use of synthetic
materials during production and pesticides,
insecticides and herbicides are only used as
a last resort. Due to rising concerns over the
impact these synthetic chemicals have on our
bodies and our planet, organic produce has
become popular with people seeking to live a
healthy and green lifestyle.
“Getting involved
in organic farming
appeals to people on
a number of levels,”
explains Yan. “It lets
people experience
how nature works
and appreciate how
it can be protected.
All we need are some
seeds, sunlight and
water - all things that
come from nature and we can produce
food. We don’t need
to use any chemicals
or artificial substitutes
in the process. So on
harvest day, you really
experience the gift of nature in its simplest
form, and from this experience comes an
appreciation of the subtlety between human
beings and their environment. It highlights that
nothing can be taken for granted.”

“It is so
encouraging
to see
people
in Hong
Kong move
towards
living a
greener,
healthier
lifestyle.”

It’s 8am and the sun is already beating as
Monica Yan, the landscape gardener at BelAir gathers with a group of residents in the
gardens. If it weren’t for their collection of
trowels and spades, you could be forgiven for
thinking they were a group of neighbours going
for a swim. In fact they are hitting the gardens
to rake and hoe the land, planting aubergines
and watering tomatoes in the ultimate means of
getting back to nature.
Farming may seem like a surprising urban
pursuit but the entire organic produce
movement has become increasingly popular in
Hong Kong over the past decade.

Kadoorie Farm & Botanic Garden was one of
the first farms in Hong Kong to reject modern
pesticides and grow organic produce. In 2007,
it joined the One Tonne Challenge campaign (a
campaign encouraging Hong Kongers to reduce
their carbon footprint) to launch Central
Organic Farmers’ Market.
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"Getting involved in organic farming appeals to people
on a number of levels. It lets people experience how
nature works and appreciate how it can be protected."
The market encourages people to live a healthy
and low-carbon lifestyle by buying organic
produce and also provides a platform for
fair-trade to help small, local farmers stay in
business and build community support to help
protect Hong Kong’s farmland.
The buzzing market is a testament to the
way in which Hong Kong’s community is
embracing organic, locally produced food.
Farmers exchange advice, while shoppers fill
their bags with locally grown produce, eagerly
exchanging recipes and tips on what produce
is in season. Idy Wong, Head of the Sustainable
Living and Agriculture Department from the
Kadoorie Farm & Botanic Garden believes
the growth of the organic food market in
Hong Kong demonstrates a dramatic shift
in attitude for Hong Kongers. “10 years ago
locally grown produce was almost considered
a poor substitute for imported goods,” she says.
“Now you see the popularity of the market and
it’s clear that people are celebrating our local
produce and learning to embrace it again.”
For Wong this shift in attitude is critical for
the future of our countryside and indeed, our
planet. Organic farms tend to be smaller, locally
operated farms, which means the produce
they sell has not been flown around the world
so has a smaller carbon footprint. People
are increasingly driven to buy local organic
produce because it satisfies their hunger to
both feed their bodies in a healthy manner,
as well as feed their social and environmental
consciences. “It is important for us to support
the local farming
movement because a
local food system with
low food mileage is
more sustainable than
a global system where a
lot of energy is used to
transport produce from
farms in one part of the
world to consumers
in another” he says.
“Global food systems

also do not facilitate nutrient and energy
recycling in the food production process,
which can only happen in a local organic food
system.”
There is an encouraging sense of community
spirit at the markets, which indicate a change
of heart. “I don’t think the social aspect of this
market and the whole organic food movement
in Hong Kong can be overlooked,” says Wong.
“A stronger community bond and connection
develops between farmers and consumers.”
As Monica Yan gets to work on the organic
farm in Bel-Air she is certainly aware of the
way the simple act of joining together as a team
to grow vegetables can bring a community
together. “It is so encouraging to see people
in Hong Kong move towards living a greener,
healthier lifestyle,” she says. “Residents come
with their hearts and do not mind working in
the hot sun, strong wind, and heavy rain.”
It is certainly not easy to grow crisp, green pak
choi and or juicy red tomatoes, so it is with a
sense of satisfaction that residents take their
homegrown produce home to their dinner
table. “Organic farming may be hard work
but it is great fun for the whole family,” says
Yan. “We hope that by teaching residents to
appreciate the delicate balance of nature, the
farm will be the first point for many people on
the road to living a greener lifestyle.”

Bel-Air
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≤ How

can parents help
encourage their kids to
embrace other cultures
and traditions and
ultimately grow up with
a global understanding
of the world?

Bel-Air baby, Thompson Poon (11 months) with his parents Grace and Thompson Poon.
望㇢㟐᜴᜴뺕Thompson Poon 11ύ⤼ পィ懗Graceপ㪟懗Thompson Poon.

쭅横✺⛢ࢊ媭堰䇂箵㐨뺕ᚯ
甃ˇ葞ࡗᗸሯࡰᚶ㿈ໄ
⛢ࢊӢ䴷뺕́Ƞϗ甃ᆼᶭ
Ğ㾓⤽㏍۰䇂掄攽즓

Global
citizens
Bel-Air

Global Citizens
We talk to Malcolm Pritchard, Principal of the ISF academy to get some informed
advice on raising a global citizen. ⅸϗᝏ押᳚䣊⤥癏仢⫁甃⩰ㅔ嚵励ঽ▄竄ᘚⅶ㡓
Ğ㾓؉ㄛ䇂ḅᶽ뺔

Do you believe that growing up in
Hong Kong gives children a good
understanding of other cultures?

What key attitudes do you think
are important when it comes to
understanding cultural identity?

Yes, Hong Kong has a marvelous blend of
cultures that children seem to absorb like a
sponge. I’ve lived in a lot of different places
around the world and I really think this city
is unique in the way we have such a diversity
of cultures and languages and still have such
a comfortable tolerance for this diversity. It’s
actually this tolerance that makes Hong Kong
such a fantastic base for children – when they
see adults living together in harmony and
embracing their differences, they behave in the
same way.

Many people in Hong Kong divide everything
into “East” and “West” but in fact, within
those very divisions, there are huge differences
– we have children at ISF from Korea and
others from Taiwan and they will tell you how
different their culture and traditions are – it’s
important to understand that there is diversity
even within regions. I think when children
grow up with a broad understanding of the
world early on, they are more open to exploring
the subtleties and complexities of every
different country, rather than categorising
everything into stereotypes .

Malcolm Pritchard
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"When children grow up with a broad understanding
of the world early on, they are more open to exploring the subtleties
and complexities of every different country."
Why do you think it is important for
children to grow up to be flexible
and open to other cultures in the
modern world?
The global village teaches us that without
understanding and respect, intolerance will
breed conflict, enmity and ultimately misery
and unhappiness. In understanding someone
who comes from a different background,
who speaks a language that is not your own,
you grow to respect and embrace difference
encouraging your child to be someone who
sees every situation from a multiplicity of
different perspectives.
Of course, as more and more jobs require
mobility, you also really don’t know where
you’ll end up! It’s important to provide your
child with the maximum flexibility to make
choices and learn. Opportunities can be
opened up by a diverse upbringing
as children lose their fear of
the "other" and the unknown.
Children that end up growing up
in an environment that embraces
difference tend to become more
adventurous, they’re willing to
take a few risks with friendships
and venture into other kinds of
interactions so they learn a lot
more and the world becomes their
oyster.

"Opportunities
can be opened
up by a diverse
upbringing as
children lose
their fear of
the 'other' and
the unknown."

There’s a quote from Charlemagne
[Charles the Great, King of the
Franks from 768 and Emperor of
the Romans from 800] that says
“when you learn another language,
you gain another soul,” and I think
this is incredibly true – it is not just
career opportunities that open up
by growing up as a global citizen, it
is also the opportunity to embrace
a broader range of friendships and
experiences.

Aside from travelling around the
world, how can parents encourage
kids to embrace new cultures?
There’s a fairly naïve notion amongst adults that
children do all their learning at school from
textbooks. But in fact children are learning
machines that are constantly absorbing
attitudes and experiences and trying out
different ways of behaving depending on
what they have seen from adults and other
kids around them. They pick up a lot of their
attitudes from how parents treat others. So the
best way to teach a child to celebrate diversity is
to lead by example.

On the flipside, living somewhere
like Hong Kong means there is
such a melting pot of cultures that
children could be in danger of losing
their personal sense of cultural
identity. Do you think it’s important
for children to have a sense of where
they have come from and their own
nationality’s culture?
Most core values tend to be universal. They’re
often just stated in a different way. At ISF, we
have the “eight virtues plus one” that form
the basis for our entire education system and
these are rooted in Chinese culture. But these
values such as loyalty, respect, tolerance and a
love of learning are universally important and
they could be applied to any school anywhere
in the world. So while it is really important for
children to understand their culture, I think
it is more important for them to grow up with
solid universal values – an education without
values is really an education half pinched.
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The ISF Academy offers a unique education in Hong Kong:
a global orientation founded on Chinese-English bilingual
immersion within a framework of traditional Chinese
cultural values updated to be relevant in today’s world
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summer break is
a fantastic time for kids
to learn new skills and
experience adventures
so check out these 10
summer classes across
Hong Kong.
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Bel-Air

Golf Gurus
PGA Junior Golf Academy at Sai Kung Golf Club

1

2

Tiger Woods wannabes will love the PGA Junior Golf Academy at Sai
Kung Golf Club. It is an eight-level program that promises to take your
child from their first swing to their first Birdie. Each level lasts 16 weeks
and takes kids through the key skills of golf in a lively and fun way.
Once a child has successfully completed all the skills and challenges of
each level, they will receive a certificate and be eligible to move onto the
next level.
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www.hkprogolf.com

Dance Divas
Red Shoe Dance Company
There is a whole range of dancing opportunities available for lightfooted kids in Hong Kong. Red Shoe Dance Company (85-89
Wellington Street, Central) offers modern styles, including jazz, street,
hip hop, tap, contemporary and musical theatre jazz. The fun highenergy approach will help kids become more coordinated, rhythmic
and learn a new and sociable skill.
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www.redshoedance.com
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Sail Away
Lantau Boat Club
Sailing is the perfect sport for summer as kids will find it easier to learn
when the winds are lower. For the most picturesque sailing experiences,
head out to the outer lying islands. Lantau Boat Club offers sailing
courses for children of all ages and abilities. Sailing instructors have
been trained by Brian Phipps, a UK multihull coach from Windsport
International. Group lessons or one-on-one courses are available and
course prices start at HK$1,450 per person. It's a sport that requires
both balance and coordination, as well as quick thinking and an
understanding of the wind.
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www.lantauboatclub.com
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Language Adventures
Hong Kong Institute of Languages
The best way to learn a language is to immerse
yourself within a foreign society, so the Hong
Kong Institute of Languages organises two-to
eight week trips abroad with groups of students.
The trips to Europe, the Mainland and across
Asia, allow kids to learn a foreign language
in the actual city it is spoken whilst enjoying
an action-packed programme of sports and
recreational and cultural activities.
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www.hklanguages.com

Act it Out
Faust International Youth Theatre
Why not let your kids vent their dramas through a theatre course?
Faust International Youth Theatre offers drama classes and summer
workshops introducing children aged four through to 18 to the world
of theatre and performing arts. The fun-filled environment helps build
a child’s confidence, encouraging teamwork and learning from direct
experience. All programmes are taught by experienced and qualified
performing arts teachers.
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www.faustworld.com
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Scouts
Hong Kong Scouts
The scouts offer a safe environment in which kids experience adventure
and learn key outdoor skills. There are three sections in the Hong Kong
scouts; the Beavers (boys and girls aged six to eight years); the Cubs
(boys and girls aged eight to 11 years) and Scouts (boys aged 11 to 15
years). New members are accepted on a first-come-first-served basis.
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www.scout.org.hk.

The Great Outdoors
Dragonfly Outdoor Adventure Programs
Dragonfly offers outdoor adventure programs in Hong Kong, China
and abroad and takes kids on hiking or adventure trips to learn more
about the world around them. Programmes are offered throughout
the summer covering environmental awareness, nature discovery
and adventure trekking amongst many other outdoor pursuits. Local
courses are held in Hong Kong’s country parks, or kids can join
trips to Yangshuo to discover the mountains, caves and trails of this
picturesque region.
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www.dragonfly.com.hk
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Art Attack
Colour my World
Art can be a creative break from the school books and encourage a
love of all things cultural in your children. Colour my World offers a
huge range of art classes for kids to learn to express themselves, from
painting, sculpture, drawing and printmaking to photography, mixed
media, theatre and even art parties. Throughout the summer, there will
be a series of children’s workshops on offer in the Aberdeen gallery. The
workshops are fun, sociable and guaranteed to ensure kids bring home
some highly creative pieces.
孀弽印ᆱ斷ᘚᗸ栿ۛ揔⥷뺕䉍Ὧ䆺⑂ޔΊ뺕쩪涊ᮆߤȠϗ䆺⏁짽浏
ư㫹䇂唜梍뺔ົColour my World뺕˖⤵∤৻ܧ৻ⷳ䇂孀弽揔䝮뺕ࡰ
⊻㈉㿁뺓眖ܻ뺓佀㿁뺓㪿㿁悀ː뺕ȵ哶♀ᶄ뺓㏗ᑲ綗뺓쩎짯뺓孀弽ǖ
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www.colour-my-world.com
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Thrill seekers
Treasure Island Adventure Camp
Adventurous kids that enjoy spending all their
time outdoors will love Treasure Island Global
Adventure Camp on Pui O Beach, Lantau. The
camp is a haven for active kids with a huge range
of exciting holiday camps and environmental
education days - there are even surf camps for
budding thrill seekers.
➅`ؾ盈ধ`↮ᆦ㋀ࠤ䇂⤿ভ뺕ḇᙷ⤵ి⿺㽭
濠烙ᣩົᆼᩳ望㚝㌑㞽唞殧䇂ຐ皭⏑盈㨗뺔৻
৻ⷳ䇂䯜ᵸЧ➊㨗㹶Ⴢ⚛匇➊뺕ᝍ⚛㋀㘅ቃ
ࠤ䇂ᘚᗸ唜ሦď뺔ᆦ涊⤽㔮㋾㋀ࠤ뺕汙쪜
ܹ㚴䇂⤿ভ뺕ᜒົ⟶Ȑᆙď印燥洉䇂ቃ浫▯뺔

www.treasureislandhk.com

Kung Fu Kings
The Chinese International Kung-Fu School
Martial arts is such a large part of Hong Kong culture that kids will
love learning to move like Bruce Lee, as well as keeping fit. The Chinese
International Kung-Fu school is one of the city’s biggest martial arts
schools and offers group instruction, including kids' classes and
parent and kid classes. Most courses tend to be long at around three
to six months, but at the end of the course, children will have a good
grounding in the basics of their chosen martial art. Alternatively, the
school can also arrange personal instruction for individuals or groups.
ߗᇂ⟶箵㐨䇂濜憔⛢ࢊşĀ뺕䉱㋀㘅ቃࠤ䇂ᘚᗸ뺕Āᙷి⿺印ᆱԋ⦢
蕈Āⷳ뺕横⇜⚋⎋뺕横གᲦ䓽뺔Ĺຐߗᇂຐ皭ᘳ⫁⟶ྡĹ⤱ᆼག䇂。
弽ᘳ⫁şĀ뺕␓̧ל䣼㴰懗ᗸ㴰즏ᆼ温ۮ揔䝮㡓⥤3 哶6 ύ⤼뺕ৠ
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www.samlau-wingchun.com
Bel-Air

With thanks to Kids Gallery. 胠擁즎ל䣼孀᰾
Bel-Air’s artistic kids joined together to create their own masterpieces at the Bel-Air Painting Day
望㇢㟐᜴᜴睐盶ל䣼佀㿁➊뺕ߓ佀ۛḅĹ僖荧䇂ᚯຝ
Despite torrential rain, Bel-Air’s kids were
not short of inspiration as they joined the
Bel-Air Painting Day on 27 June when they
developed their painting skills and created
a huge picture of the residence. Their
beautiful work of art will be displayed in the
kids' reception of Bay Wing Clubhouse – so
go and take a look at their masterpiece!
佀㿁➊✺6 ⤼27 ➊唞弱뺕㿑ᆿ眘㤇č䋞㔓
ㇾᆼ眾뺕ʴĲ㇖⤽ᶄ礈ঠߘ凄䇂唜哸뺕ェĀ
ʽ望㇢㟐᜴᜴湍≃ঠ唛뺕㋊瞯ۛ㙤㑇ޔ
Ί뺔ົᝏⲽᬢ⋟č뺕⤿ভߓᙚⅶĀ
ᭊ᫅གຣ㿁뺕ួ㵊望㇢㟐ď䇂僖※뺔⤽疨
ː૿ḻᝍ✺㟐㾝⤵⇁ל䣼⏕쨺쭅ួۛ뺕⚸
搈䲱Ί⾚杻쥵

Hugo Tam, 7

PARTICIPATING YOUNG ARTISTS / ⇞堐㉻㓛䇂㿁ᚯ
Jane Wong, 8; Christie Yim, 7; Karen Guan, 9
Loreen Tse, 9; Tse Lok Kwan, 5; Jin Seong, 5
Yeung Lok Yan, 5; Grace Vivien Li, 6; Gregory Valentin Li, 4
Hugo Tam, 7; Lee Wai Ching, 9
Elodie Yip, 5; 癨礝⧟Byron Chan; Fiona Tam
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Jin Seong, 5

Gregory Valentin Li, 4

Loreen Tse, 9
Tse Lok Kwan, 5

Bel-Air

Bel-Air Babies
“It may have been 30 degrees in Europe but I
caught my first glimpse of snow this summer
on top of the towering Matterhorn, one of the
highest peaks in the Alps." Maximus
븖ົ㊳뺕ㄶ㓨ⅾ拊穃࣬哶30 ᯳뺕减ⅸ䥮Ā
⾗䊏憧睂ញ⟶ົ綟劚䇂Matterhorn 숀숀瘝㪭

Maximus Shing Mo Keller, 2

ࣺ✢⤱綟ᣞşĀ뺔븗

“Even though I’m only four months old, my
mum says I am already a comedian and able
to make everyone laugh with me! She says I
have the cutest smile in the world! All I know is
whenever I find something funny, everyone else
seems to join in with my giggles.” Oliver
븖4ύ⤼ᆼ䇂ⅸ뺕⤱▪甃Ȳ横涘䇂Ǿ甠⅍ᆼ䥆뺕
⇁ȵᓋᓋ揅ⅸ⟶ᆿ㽒䇂ి짯㖠ନ뺔ᓋᓋ涊揅ⅸ
䇂䥆ᚶ⟶Ğ㾓Č⤱ৠ`䇂쥵ェ㿑ⅸ䆺㵊Āǅ✤
ᇤ䇂ư㫹뺕ェύǾ湍⤵唛ⅸĀ⿺䥆뺔븗

Oliver Kai Stapleton, 4 months

“I'm a true explorer. The moment I started
walking, I wanted to jump out of my cot and
discover the world around me. I pull down
anything and everything I can get my hands on
at home and watch the object drop to the floor
for a few seconds before going after my next
target.” Marcus
븖ⅸ⟶ᆿ㽒䇂⏑盈ᚯ뺕⇦᷈弱棻甠ዠ뺕ញᾯ
椀čᮿ뺕⏑䲖짽浏䇂Ğ㾓뺔ົᚯ怣뺕ⅸ⤵⊈
čĀ۰扗⇜ৠপ䇂⧎憑뺕㤇ᶭ䊏䋞ᙈϗ⎧ົໄ
Č뺔ᮨ䜛ᶭضਊĀ䉢ⷣۛ䆺뺔븗


“Although I am only 11 months old, I already
have two girlfriends! I met Lexy, my first
girlfriend, at Bel-Air playground and we had
our first kiss at the clubhouse music class. What
Lexy doesn’t know is I have another girlfriend
called Emily, who has pretty golden hair. My
biggest problem in this world right now is
making sure my two girlfriends don’t find
out about each other… thankfully they live in
different towers!” Thompson
븖眘㤇ⅸ⤽11ύ⤼ᆼ뺕ʴ䵽⤽ʽሯ⤿
ভƪ쥵ົ望㇢㟐泿ⶾ၂뺕ⅸ掄攽ƪ䥮Āʽሯ⤿
ভLexy뺕ⅸ⤟ົ⤵⇁䇂磮ⶾ㴰怣ᝍੇ܊㲑䴡ሻ
쥵⤽ɌưLexy涊ď䏣洔䇂뺕ញ⟶ⅸ涊⤽Āʽ
濠緌ሯ⤿ভuuEmily뺔ⅸ㵊ົ⤱ᆼ䇂㥒ᾬញ
⟶ˇȲሻϗď䏣ܧ✴䇂ᘃົ뺔ᮝቃ뺕ሻϗ
ˁົď䇂ᆼ쥵븗

Marcus Lai, 20 months

Thompson Poon (left),
11 month
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Join Bel-Air’s coastal cleanup team
on 30 August and make a real differe
nce.

搈ߘ望㇢㟐㌑㞽㏫㘌皏뺕✺⤼

➊ḅ㡓箵㐨㌑㞽ۛĀߓۮ뺔

A simple plastic bottle can kill millions of marine animals every year
Take part in Hong Kong International Coastal Cleanup Challenge 2010 to help save these lives

For further information and to enrol, please
contact Club Bel-Air Reception in person or call
2989 9000 (Bay Wing) / 2989 6500 (Peak Wing) /
2989 6262 (Club 8)
⤽疨捐Ὧপွਅ䲱䩂뺕搈懗哥望㇢㟐⤵⇁⏕쨺
쭅ⅾ哸睛2989 9000 㟐㾝 2989 6500 ⥕ᣞ 
2989 6262 Club 8

Photos: Courtesy of Hong Kong
International Coastal Cleanup Challenge.

Experience a fairytale white wedding in Bel-Air’s romantic function room. Say your vows to a backdrop of endless blue sea,
celebrate with a fabulous lunch buﬀet and then enjoy cocktails on the terrace as the sun sets on the first day of the rest of your lives.
ົ䓺㌑嬤ᆿč唞弱㰟䣼捌䇂䆻嗨䛛뺕唛`͍䉱拊Ā㽒ĀĞ䇂∥摹ff望㇢㟐⥕ᣞ⤵⇁ᚪ⤵Ზ뺕ⅶញ㋾㗅㸆荧䇂Ā
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For more information call 捐Ὧ搈哸睛 2989 6352

